**Topic:** How to create a Command Set to set the Threat Levels

**Product:** Velocity

**The below procedure describes how to create a Command Set to set the Threat Level to 5**

In Velocity go to the Administration Windows > Velocity Configuration > Command Sets

1. Double click on Add New Command Set
2. Name it “Set Threat Level to 5”
3. From the Controller Field select the controller to which you want to increase the threat level to 5
4. Leave the Function and Point fields as is
5. In the Command Field type 403*0*8192*5
6. Click Add

Note: if you need to send this command down to more than one panel select another controller from the Controller field and repeat the steps starting at # 3.
The below procedure describes how to create a Command Set to set the Threat Level to 0

In Velocity go to the Administration Windows > Velocity Configuration > Command Sets

1. Double click on Add New Command Set
2. Name it “Set Threat Level to 0”
3. From the Controller Field select the controller to which you want to decrease the threat level to 0
4. Leave the Function and Point fields as is
5. In the Command Field type 403*0*8192*0
6. Click Add

Note: if you need to send this command down to more than one panel select another controller from the Controller field and repeat the steps starting at # 3.

Once the Command Sets are defined and you want to execute them right click on the Command Set and select Execute.

Once you execute the Command Set to set the threat level to 5 only people with a credential configured to a threat level of higher than 5 will be able to gain access through the doors.
Tech Tips

To change a credential to a threat level higher than 5 do the following

1. Find the person you want to change the threat level
2. Edit his credential
3. Select the Limits tab
4. Change the Threat Authority field to 7

Note: This will need to be done to every credential that you want to have access to doors while the threat level is set to 5.